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About This Game

Yes, it's true, the time has finally come.
Beetlejuice from the Howard Stern Show has his own wacky, insane, over the top game!

This is the man who sleeps under his bed.
This is the man who lost 350lbs yet still managed to gain weight.

This is the man who may or may not have type 16 diabetes.

Play as Beetlejuice, the greatest Wack Packer of all time, in this hilariously wacky Super Mario style adventure.
What does Beetles mind look like? What goes on there? You're about to find out!

You have 8 insane Super Power Ups at your disposal. Use them wisely!

The power ups include:
- StrongBeet
- ArmyBeet
- BunnyBeet
- OgreBeet

- BeetSkywalker
- BigHeadBeet
- TrumpBeet

- MiniMeBeet

Explore seven crazy worlds, over 50 levels, fight bosses, find hidden secrets, and save humanity!
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(Please support Beetlejuice, 50% of proceeds go to Beetlejuice, his family, and his medical expenses)
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As much as i love beetlejuice i cant recommend this game.
Non of the art matches, choppy audio and a bad mobile port.
- hire an artist to flesh out the whole game and themes
- re record beets audio
- fix the issues with controls
- Ui needs to be re done and made easier to work with pc.
. Looks great, the upgrades are cool, but it needs a fair bit of work to make it playable.

What needs fixing: Double jumps lag considerably after a few minutes' of play time, Beetle will 'get stuck' on various controls
(wil suddenly just run left or right until you fall off of a cliff or are killed by enemies), Beetle freezes from time to time and is
unable to punch or jump (unless you hit a different key--can't punch? then jump and your punches will start working again, etc).

Levels are enjoyable and at a good difficulty level when the game is operating properly, and it looks like there are a lot of them!

In its current state (Sept 25, 2017) it is frustrating, but if it was updated to work properly it would be cool.
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